Product Finishes Guide
Architectural Door Hardware Finishes

From classic to contemporary, you’ll find a complete range of door hardware finishes available at Hager, suitable for any type of architectural style and interior or exterior décor. For more information about any of the finishes shown in this booklet, or for a sample of a specific material, contact your Hager sales representative or our customer service department. And for help selecting proper finishes and products in the design phase of your project, or to take advantage of our in-house specification writing, ask about our free Architectural Hardware Consulting Services.

VOICE: 800-325-9995
FAX: 800-782-0149
EMAIL: webmaster@hagerco.com

The Hager finishes found in this booklet have been reproduced to as accurate a degree as possible. Since some colors and textures may vary slightly, you may request a free sample of any material here by contacting Hager as detailed above.
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US3

Bright Brass

632 Plated Steel
605 Polished Brass

Especially suited for traditional interiors, Hager’s Bright Brass finish gives door hardware a polished appearance of elegance. Choose from Bright Brass plated on steel or polished brass.

www.hagerco.com
US4

Satin Brass

633 Plated Steel
606 Polished Brass

Hager's Satin Brass finish offers a more subtle appearance of brass that blends well in many décors, yet still provides a touch of sophistication and elegance. Choose from Satin Brass plated on steel or polished brass.
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US5

Antique Brass

638 Plated Steel
609 Polished Brass
609 Oxidized Brass (kickplate chip)

With a warm, mellow glow slightly highlighted with a discreet blushing, Hager's Antique Brass finish blends with a wide range of interiors. Choose from Antique Brass plated on steel, brass or oxidized brass.
Hager's Satin Bronze finish provides a subtle, sophisticated appearance that's warmer than Satin Brass, but just as suitable for many environments, from traditional to transitional. Choose from Satin Bronze plated on steel, brass or oxidized brass.
10A
Antique Bronze Lacquered

641 Plated Steel
N/A Plated Brass

Offering a weathered, aged appearance, Hager’s Antique Bronze Lacquered finish offers all the advantages of a popular, use-anywhere finish without the upkeep. Choose from Antique Bronze Lacquered plated on steel or brass.
US10B
Antique Bronze Oiled

640 Plated Steel
613 Plated Brass
613 Oxidized Bronze (kickplate chip)

Hager’s Antique Bronze Oiled finish features a dark-brown patina that’s manufactured without a protective coating to help the finish continue to age. Choose from Antique Bronze Oiled plated on steel, brass or oxidized bronze.
Hager’s Satin Nickel finish offers an attractive alternative to our Satin Stainless finish with a similar, yet warmer, richer tone that’s suitable for a wide range of settings. Choose from Satin Nickel plated on steel or brass.
US15A

Antique Nickel

647 Plated Steel
620 Plated Brass

Much like our Antique Bronze finish, Hager’s Antique Nickel finish features a dark-brown patina with a weathered, aged appearance—and a look that blends perfectly into many different types of spaces. Choose from Antique Nickel plated on steel or brass.
Hager’s highly polished, extremely popular Bright Chrome finish bridges the gap between modern and retro, with a look that’s both sophisticated and timeless. This striking finish is also resistant to corrosion. Choose from Bright Chrome plated on steel or brass.
US26D

Satin Chrome

652 Plated Steel
626 Plated Brass

Hager’s Satin Chrome finish gives our products the sleek, modern look of Satin Stainless, but in a slightly darker hue that’s adaptable to many different décors. Choose from Satin Chrome plated on steel or brass.
US28

Aluminum Clear Satin Anodized

628 Polished Aluminum

Cool, clean, crisp: that’s the utterly modern profile found in Hager’s Aluminum Clear Satin Anodized finish. The soft patina is perfect for contemporary spaces and more.
US32D
Satin Stainless

630 Polished Stainless

Hager’s Satin Stainless finish helps give interiors a quintessentially modern look that’s ideal for business, institutional and educational settings.
USP

Prime Coat Paint

600 Painted Steel
600 Painted Brass

Right from the packaging, Hager’s Prime Coat Paint finish is ready to be painted the interior color you select. Choose from Prime Coat Paint on steel or brass.
Flat Black

693 Powder Steel
693 Powder Brass

Basic black never goes out of style. That’s why Hager’s Flat Black finish is a fashionable choice for so many different interior spaces. Choose from Flat Black powder coat finish painted on steel or brass.
Dark Bronze

695 Powder Steel
695 Powder Brass

Hager’s Dark Bronze powder coat paint finish replicates the weathered, aged appearance of popular antique bronze at a fraction of the cost. Choose from Dark Bronze powder coat finish painted on steel or brass.
L3
Medium Bronze

694 Powder Steel
694 Powder Brass

Hager’s Medium Bronze powder coat paint finish replicates the famous brown patina found on antique oiled bronze products at a much more economical price. Choose from Medium Bronze powder coat finish painted on steel or brass.
Luma Sheen
Aluminum Color

689 Powder Steel
689 Powder Brass

Hager’s Luma Sheen Aluminum Color finish replicates the warmth and feel of satin chrome and aluminum at a fraction of the cost. Choose from Luma Sheen Aluminum Color powder coat finish painted on steel or brass.
More for your door than any other brand.”

With more than 6,000 products, 9 product categories and
more than 150 years of experience, Hager knows door
hardware. That’s why you’ll find our products leading the way
in selection, quality and value every time. What’s more, many
Hager door hardware products are ANSI/BHMA certified
and offer industry-exclusive lifetime warranties for long-
lasting performance and reliability. The Hager team makes
a difference, too, with years of hands-on experience you can
count on at any stage of your building project. That’s why
Hager really does have “more for your door than any other
brand.”
Hager: Opening a new door to environmental responsibility

To help minimize Hager’s environmental impact, this brochure was printed on paper containing FSC certified 10% post-consumer waste fiber made with certified renewable energy, which resulted in a savings of:

- 9 trees
- 3,169 gallons of wastewater
- 6,000,000 BTUs of energy
- 967 pounds net greenhouse gases
- 524 pounds of solid waste